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Watching my daughter Kate, and her middle school classmates, struggle through a Java
course using a commercial IDE was a painful experience. The sophistication of the tool
added significant complexity to the task of learning. I wish that I had understood earlier what
was happening. As it was, I wasn’t able to talk to the instructor about the problem until it was
too late. This is exactly the sort of situation for which BlueJ is a perfect fit.

BlueJ is an interactive development environment with a mission: it is designed to be used
by students who are learning how to program. It was designed by instructors who have
been in the classroom facing this problem every day. It’s been refreshing to talk to the folks
who developed BlueJ: they have a very clear idea of what their target is. Discussions
tended to focus more on what to leave out, than what to throw in. BlueJ is very clean and
very targeting.

None the less, this book isn’t about BlueJ. It is about programming. 

In Java.

Over the past several years Java has become widely used in the teaching of programming.
This is for a number of reasons. One is that Java has many characteristics that make it easy
to teach: it has a relatively clean definition; extensive static analysis by the compiler
informs students of problems early on; and it has a very robust memory model that elimi-
nates most ‘mysterious’ errors that arise when object boundaries or the type system are
compromized. Another is that Java has become commercially very important.

This book confronts head-on the hardest concept to teach: objects. It takes students from
their very first steps all the way through to some very sophisticated concepts.

It manages to solve one of the stickiest questions in writing a book about programming:
how to deal with the mechanics of actually typing in and running a program. Most books
silently skip over the issue, or touch it lightly, leaving it up to the instructor to figure out
how to solve the problem. And leaving the instructor with the burden of relating the mate-
rial being taught to the steps that students have to go through to work on the exercises.
Instead, it assumes the use of BlueJ and is able to integrate the tasks of understanding the
concepts with the mechanics of how students can explore them.

I wish it had been around for my daughter last year. Maybe next year ...

Foreword 
by James Gosling, Sun Microsystems
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This book is an introduction to object-oriented programming for beginners. The main
focus of the book is general object-oriented and programming concepts from a software
engineering perspective.

While the first chapters are written for students with no programming experience, later
chapters are suitable for more advanced or professional programmers as well. In particu-
lar, programmers with experience in a non-object-oriented language who wish to migrate
their skills into object orientation should also be able to benefit from the book.

We use two tools throughout the book to enable the concepts introduced to be put into
practice: the Java programming language and the Java development environment BlueJ.

Java
Java was chosen because of a combination of two aspects: the language design and its pop-
ularity. The Java programming language itself provides a very clean implementation of
most of the important object-oriented concepts, and serves well as an introductory teach-
ing language. Its popularity ensures an immense pool of support resources.

In any subject area, having a variety of sources of information available is very helpful, for
teachers and students alike. For Java in particular, countless books, tutorials, exercises,
compilers, environments and quizzes already exist, in many different kinds and styles.
Many of them are online and many are available free of charge. The large amount and good
quality of support material makes Java an excellent choice as an introduction to object-ori-
ented programming.

With so much Java material already available, is there still room for more to be said about
it? We think there is, and the second tool we use is one of the reasons ...

BlueJ
The second tool, BlueJ, deserves more comment. This book is unique in its completely
integrated use of the BlueJ environment.

BlueJ is a Java development environment that was designed at Monash University, Australia,
explicitly as an environment for teaching introductory object-oriented programming. It is
better suited to introductory teaching than other environments for a variety of reasons:

Preface to the instructor
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■ The user interface is much simpler. Beginning students can typically use the BlueJ en-
vironment in a competent manner after 20 minutes of introduction. From then on,
instruction can concentrate on the important concepts at hand – object orientation and
Java – and no time needs to be wasted talking about environments, file systems, class
paths, DOS commands or DLL conflicts.

■ The environment supports important teaching tools not available in other environments.
One of them is visualization of class structure. BlueJ automatically displays a UML-like
diagram representing the classes and relationships in a project. Visualizing these important
concepts is a great help to both teachers and students. It is hard to grasp the concept of an
object when all you ever see on the screen is lines of code! The diagram notation is a
simple subset of UML, again tailored to the needs of beginning students. This makes it
easy to understand, but also allows migration to full UML in later courses.

■ One of the most important strengths of the BlueJ environment is the user’s ability to
directly create objects of any class, and then to interact with their methods. This creates
the opportunity for direct experimentation with objects, for little overhead in the envi-
ronment. Students can almost ‘feel’ what it means to create an object, call a method,
pass a parameter or receive a return value. They can try out a method immediately after
it has been written, without the need to write test drivers. This facility is an invaluable
aid in understanding the underlying concepts and language details.

BlueJ is a full Java environment. It is not a cut-down, simplified version of Java for teach-
ing. It runs on top of Sun Microsystems’ Java Development Kit, and makes use of the stan-
dard compiler and virtual machine. This ensures that it always conforms to the official and
most up-to-date Java specification.

The authors of this book have several years of teaching experience with the BlueJ environment
(and many more years without it before that). We both have experienced how the use of BlueJ
has increased the involvement, understanding and activity of students in our courses. One of
the authors is also a developer of the BlueJ system.

Real objects first
One of the reasons for choosing BlueJ was that it allows an approach where teachers truly
deal with the important concepts first. ‘Objects first’ has been a battle cry for many text-
book authors and teachers for some time. Unfortunately, the Java language does not make
this noble goal very easy. Numerous hurdles of syntax and detail have to be overcome
before the first experience with a living object arises. The minimal Java program to create
and call an object typically includes:

■ writing a class;

■ writing a main method, including concepts such as static methods, parameters, and
arrays in the signature;

■ a statement to create the object (‘new’);

■ an assignment to a variable;

■ the variable declaration, including variable type;

■ a method call, using dot notation;

Preface to the instructor xix
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■ possibly a parameter list.

As a result, textbooks typically either

■ have to work their way through this forbidding list, and only reach objects somewhere
around Chapter 4; or

■ use a ‘Hello, world’-style program with a single static main method as the first exam-
ple, thus not creating any objects at all.

With BlueJ, this is not a problem. A student can create an object and call its methods as the
very first activity! Because users can create and interact with objects directly, concepts
such as classes, objects, methods and parameters can easily be discussed in a concrete
manner before looking at the first line of Java syntax. Instead of explaining more about
this here, we suggest that the curious reader dip into Chapter 1 – things will quickly
become clear then.

An iterative approach
Another important aspect of this book is that it follows an iterative style. In the computing
education community, a well-known educational design pattern exists that states that
important concepts should be taught early and often.1 It is very tempting for textbook
authors to try and say everything about a topic at the point where it is introduced. For
example, it is common, when introducing types, to give a full list of built-in data types, or
to discuss all available kinds of loop when introducing the concept of a loop.

These two approaches conflict: we cannot concentrate on discussing important concepts
first, and at the same time provide complete coverage of all topics encountered. Our expe-
rience with textbooks is that much of the detail is initially distracting, and has the effect of
drowning the important points, thus making them harder to grasp.

In this book we touch on all of the important topics several times, both within the same
chapter and across different chapters. Concepts are usually introduced at a level of detail
necessary for understanding and applying the task at hand. They are revisited later in a dif-
ferent context, and understanding deepens as the reader continues through the chapters.
This approach also helps to deal with the frequent occurrence of mutual dependences
between concepts.

Some teachers may not be familiar with an iterative approach. Looking at the first few
chapters, teachers used to a more sequential introduction will be surprised about the num-
ber of concepts touched on this early. It may seem like a steep learning curve.

It is important to understand that this is not the end of the story. Students are not expected
to understand everything about these concepts immediately. Instead, these fundamental
concepts will be revisited again and again throughout the book, allowing students to get a
deeper and deeper understanding over time. Since their knowledge level changes as they
work their way forward, revisiting important topics later allows them to gain a deeper
understanding overall.

xx Preface to the instructor

1 The ‘Early Bird’ pattern, in J. Bergin: ‘Fourteen pedagogical patterns for teaching computer science’,
Proceedings of the Fifth European Conference on Pattern Languages of Programs (EuroPLop 2000),
Irsee, Germany, July 2000. 
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We have tried this approach with students many times. It seems that students have fewer
problems dealing with it than some long-time teachers. And remember: a steep learning
curve is not a problem as long as you ensure that your students can climb it!

No complete language coverage
Related to our iterative approach is the decision not to try to provide complete coverage of
the Java language within the book.

The main focus of this book is to convey object-oriented programming principles in gener-
al, not Java language details in particular. Students studying with this book may be working
as software professionals for the next 30 or 40 years of their life – it is a fairly safe bet that
the majority of their work will not be in Java. Every serious textbook must of course attempt
to prepare them for something more fundamental than the language flavor of the day.

On the other hand, many Java details are important for actually doing the practical work.
In this book we cover Java constructs in as much detail as is necessary to illustrate the con-
cepts at hand and implement the practical work. Some constructs specific to Java have
been deliberately left out of the discussion.

We are aware that some instructors will choose to cover some topics that we do not discuss
in detail. That is expected and necessary. However, instead of trying to cover every possi-
ble topic ourselves (and thus blowing the size of this book out to 1500 pages), we deal with
it using hooks. Hooks are pointers, often in the form of questions that raise the topic and
give references to an appendix or outside material. These hooks ensure that a relevant topic
is brought up at an appropriate time, and leave it up to the reader or the teacher to decide
to what level of detail that topic should be covered. Thus hooks serve as a reminder of the
existence of the topic and a placeholder indicating a point in the sequence where discus-
sion can be inserted.

Individual teachers can decide to use the book as it is, following our suggested sequence,
or to branch out into sidetracks suggested by the hooks in the text.

Chapters also often include several questions suggesting discussion material related to the
topic, but not discussed in this book. We fully expect teachers to discuss some of these
questions in class, or students to research the answers as homework exercises.

Project-driven approach
The introduction of material in the book is project driven. The book discusses numerous
programming projects and provides many exercises. Instead of introducing a new construct
and then providing an exercise to apply this construct to solve a task, we first provide a
goal and a problem. Analyzing the problem at hand determines what kinds of solutions we
need. As a consequence, language constructs are introduced as they are needed to solve the
problems before us.

Early chapters provide at least two discussion examples. These are projects that are dis-
cussed in detail to illustrate the important concepts of each chapter. Using two very dif-
ferent examples supports the iterative approach: each concept is revisited in a different
context after it is introduced.

Preface to the instructor xxi
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In designing this book we have tried to use a large number and wide variety of different
example projects. This will hopefully serve to capture the reader’s interest, but it also helps
to illustrate the variety of different contexts in which the concepts can be applied. Finding
good example projects is hard. We hope that our projects serve to give teachers good start-
ing points and many ideas for a wide variety of interesting assignments.

The implementation for all our projects is written very carefully, so that many peripheral
issues may be studied by reading the projects’ source code. We are strong believers in the
benefit of learning by reading and imitating good examples. For this to work, however, one
must make sure that the examples students read are well written and worth imitating. We
have tried to do this.

All projects are designed as open-ended problems. While one or more versions of each
problem are discussed in detail in the book, the projects are designed so that further exten-
sions and improvements can be done as student projects. Complete source code for all
projects is included. A list of projects discussed in this book is provided on page xxv.

Concept sequence rather than language constructs
One other aspect that distinguishes this book from many others is that it is structured along
fundamental software development tasks and not necessarily according to the particular
Java language constructs. One indicator of this is the chapter headings. In this book you
will not find many of the traditional chapter titles, such as ‘Primitive data types’ or
‘Control structures’. Structuring by fundamental development tasks allows us to give a
much more general introduction that is not driven by intricacies of the particular pro-
gramming language utilized. We also believe that it is easier for students to follow the
motivation of the introduction, and that it makes it much more interesting.

As a result of this approach, it is less straightforward to use the book as a reference book.
Introductory textbooks and reference books have different, partly competing, goals. To a
certain extent a book can try to be both, but compromises have to be made at certain points.
Our book is clearly designed as a textbook, and wherever a conflict occurred, the textbook
style took precedence over its use as a reference book.

We have, however, provided support for use as a reference book by listing the Java con-
structs introduced in each chapter in the chapter introduction.

Chapter sequence
Chapter 1 deals with the most fundamental concepts of object orientation: objects, classes
and methods. It gives a solid, hands-on introduction to these concepts without going into
the details of Java syntax. It also gives a first look at some source code. We do this by using
an example of graphical shapes that can be interactively drawn, and a second example of
a simple laboratory class enrollment system.

Chapter 2 opens up class definitions and investigates how Java source code is written to
create behavior of objects. We discuss how to define fields and implement methods. Here,
we also introduce the first types of statement. The main example is an implementation of
a ticket machine. We also look back to the laboratory class example from Chapter 1 to
investigate that a bit further.
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Chapter 3 then enlarges the picture to discuss interaction of multiple objects. We see how
objects can collaborate by invoking each other’s methods to perform a common task. We
also discuss how one object can create other objects. A digital alarm clock display is dis-
cussed that uses two number display objects to show hours and minutes. As a second major
example, we examine a simulation of an email system in which messages can be sent
between mail clients.

In Chapter 4 we continue by building more extensive structures of objects. Most impor-
tantly, we start using collections of objects. We implement an electronic notebook and an
auction system to introduce collections. At the same time, we discuss iteration over col-
lections and have a first look at loops. The first collection being used is an ArrayList. In
the second half of the chapter we introduce arrays as a special form of a collection, and the
for loop as another form of a loop. We discuss an implementation of a web-log analyzer as
an example for array use.

Chapter 5 deals with libraries and interfaces. We introduce the Java standard library and
discuss some important library classes. More importantly, we explain how to read and
understand the library documentation. The importance of writing documentation in soft-
ware development projects is discussed, and we end by practicing how to write suitable
documentation for our own classes. Random, Set and Map are examples of classes that we
encounter in this chapter. We implement an Eliza-like dialog system and a graphical sim-
ulation of a bouncing ball to apply these classes.

Chapter 6, titled Well-behaved objects, deals with a whole group of issues connected to
producing correct, understandable and maintainable classes. It covers issues ranging from
writing clear, understandable code – including style and commenting – to testing and
debugging. Test strategies are introduced, and a number of debugging methods are dis-
cussed in detail. We use an example of a diary for appointment scheduling and an imple-
mentation of an electronic calculator to discuss these topics.

In Chapter 7 we discuss more formally the issues of dividing a problem domain into classes
for implementation. We introduce issues of designing classes well, including concepts such
as responsibility-driven design, coupling, cohesion and refactoring. An interactive, text-
based adventure game (World of Zuul) is used for this discussion. We go through several iter-
ations of improving the internal class structure of the game and extending its functionality,
and end with a long list of proposals for extensions that may be done as student projects. 

Chapters 8 and 9 introduce inheritance and polymorphism with many of the related
detailed issues. We discuss a simple database of CDs and videos to illustrate the concepts.
Issues of code inheritance, subtyping, polymorphic method calls and overriding are dis-
cussed in detail.

In Chapter 10 we implement a predator/prey simulation. This serves to discuss additional
abstraction mechanisms based on inheritance, namely interfaces and abstract classes.

Chapter 11 then picks up the difficult issue of how to deal with errors. Several possible prob-
lems and solutions are discussed, and Java’s exception-handling-mechanism is discussed in
detail. We extend and improve an address book application to illustrate the concepts.

Chapter 12 steps back to discuss in more detail the next level of abstraction: how to structure
a vaguely described problem into classes and methods. In previous chapters we have assumed
that large parts of the application structure already exist, and we have made improvements.
Now it is time to discuss how we can get started from a clean slate. This involves detailed
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discussion of what the classes should be that implement our application, how they interact,
and how responsibilities should be distributed. We use class–responsibilities–collaborators
(CRC) cards to approach this problem, while designing a cinema booking system.

In Chapter 13 we try to bring everything together and integrate many topics from the pre-
vious chapters of the book. It is a complete case study, starting with the application design,
through design of the class interfaces, down to discussing many important functional and
non-functional characteristics and implementation details. Topics discussed in earlier
chapters (such as reliability, data structures, class design, testing and extendibility) are
applied again in a new context.

Discussion group
The authors maintain an active email discussion group for the purpose of facilitating
exchange of ideas and mutual support for and by readers of this book and other BlueJ
users. Postings to this list are archived and publicly accessible. Using this list, teachers can
receive support and ideas from other teachers and the authors of this book. The mail
address for this list is bluej-discuss@bluej.org. Interested people can join the list or
browse the archives at 

http://lists.bluej.org/mailman/listinfo/bluej-discuss

Additional material
This book includes all projects used as discussion examples and exercises on a CD. The
CD also includes the Java development environment (JDK) and BlueJ for various opera-
ting systems.

There is a support web site for this book at

http://www.bluej.org/objects-first

On this web site, updates to the examples can be found, and additional material is provid-
ed. For instance, the style guide used for all examples in this book is available on the web
site in electronic form, so that instructors can modify it to meet their own requirements.

The web site also includes a password-protected, teacher-only section that provides addi-
tional material.

A set of slides to teach a course with this book is also provided.
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shapes Chapter 1
Simple drawing with some geometrical shapes; illustrates creation of objects, method call-
ing and parameters.

picture Chapter 1
An example using shape objects to draw a picture; introduces source code, Java syntax and
compilation.

lab-classes Chapter 1, Chapter 2, Chapter 8
A simple example with classes of students; illustrates objects, fields and methods. Used
again in Chapter 8 to add inheritance.

ticket-machine Chapter 2
A simulation of a ticket vending machine for train tickets; introduces more about fields,
constructors, accessor and mutator methods, parameters, and some simple statements.

book Chapter 2
Storing details of a book. Reinforcing the constructs used in the ticket-machine example.

clock-display Chapter 3
An implementation of a display for a digital clock; illustrates the concepts of abstraction,
modularization and object interaction.

mail system Chapter 3
A simple simulation of an email system. Used to demonstrate object creation and interaction.

notebook Chapter 4
An implementation of a (simple) electronic notebook; used to introduce collections and loops.

auction Chapter 4
An auction system. More about collections and loops, this time with iterators.

weblog-analyzer Chapter 4
A program to analyze web access log files; introduces arrays and for loops.

List of projects discussed in 
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tech-support Chapter 5
An implementation of an Eliza-like dialog program used to provide ‘technical support’ to
customers; introduces use of library classes in general and some specific classes in partic-
ular; reading and writing of documentation.

balls Chapter 5
A graphical animation of bouncing balls; demonstrates interface/implementation separa-
tion and simple graphics.

diary Chapter 6
The early stages of an implementation of a diary storing appointments; used to discuss
testing and debugging strategies.

calculator Chapter 6
An implementation of a desk calculator. This example reinforces concepts introduced earlier,
and is used to discuss testing and debugging.

bricks Chapter 6
A simple debugging exercise; models filling palettes with bricks for simple computations.

world-of-zuul Chapter 7, Chapter 9
A text-based, interactive adventure game. Highly extendable, makes a great open-ended
student project. Used here to discuss good class design, coupling, and cohesion. Used
again in Chapter 9 as an example for use of inheritance.

dome Chapter 8, Chapter 9
A database of CDs and videos. This project is discussed and then extended in great detail
to introduce the foundations of inheritance and polymorphism.

foxes-and-rabbits Chapter 10
A classic predator–prey simulation; reinforces inheritance concepts and adds abstract classes
and interfaces.

address-book Chapter 11
An implementation of an address book with an optional GUI interface. lookup is flexible:
entries can be searched by partial definition of name or phone number. This project makes
extensive use of exceptions.

cinema-booking-system Chapter 12
A system to manage advance seat bookings in a cinema. This example is used in a discus-
sion of class discovery and application design. No code is provided as the example repre-
sents the development of an application from a blank sheet of paper.

taxi Chapter 13
The taxi example is a combination of a booking system, management system, and simula-
tion. It is used as a case study to bring together many of the concepts and techniques dis-
cussed throughout the book.
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Many people have contributed in many different ways to this book and made its creation
possible.

First, and most importantly, John Rosenberg must be mentioned. John is Dean of the
Faculty of Information Technology of Monash University, Australia. It is by mere coinci-
dence of circumstance that John is not one of the authors of this book. He was one of the
driving forces in the development of BlueJ and the ideas and pedagogy behind it from the
very beginning, and we talked about the writing of this book for several years. Much of the
material in this book was developed in discussions with John. Simply the fact that there
are only twenty-four hours in a day, too many of which were already taken up with too
much other work, prevented him from actually writing this book. John has contributed to
this text continuously while it was being written and helped improve it in many ways. John
is a great ambassador for Monash and an excellent host. We have appreciated his friend-
ship and collaboration immensely.

The two other people who helped make BlueJ what it is are Bruce Quig and Andrew
Patterson, both at Monash University. Both have worked on BlueJ for many years, improv-
ing and extending the design and implementation while trying to write their PhDs at the
same time. Without their work, BlueJ would never have reached the quality and populari-
ty it has today, and this book might never have been written.

Another important contribution that made the creation of BlueJ and this book possible was
very generous support from Sun Microsystems. Emil Sarpa, working for Sun in Palo Alto,
CA, has believed in the BlueJ project from the very beginning. His support and amazing-
ly unbureaucratic way of cooperation has helped us immensely along the way.

Everyone at Pearson Education worked really hard to fit the production of this book into
a very tight schedule, and accommodated many of our idiosyncratic ways. Thanks to Kate
Brewin for her determined support for this project, and to the rest of the team, including
Bridget Allen, Kevin Ancient, Tina Cadle-Bowman, Tim Parker, Veronique Seguin and
Fiona Sharples.

Our reviewers also worked very hard on the manuscript, often at busy times of the year for
them, and we would like to express our appreciation to Michael Caspersen, Devdatt
Dubhashi, Khalid Mughal and Richard Snow for their encouragement and constructive input.

David would like to add his personal thanks to both staff and students of the Computer
Science Department at the University of Kent. The students who have taken the CO309
course have always been a privilege to teach. They also provide the essential stimulus and
motivation that makes teaching so much fun. My colleagues have provided superb teach-
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ing support this last year: Dick, Gift, John, Mike, Paul, Peter, Ralph, Rogerio, and Tom.
Ian Utting deserves particular thanks for covering my teaching during my sabbatical, when
I started work on this book. My appreciation, also, to Tim and Maggie, without whose
presence and laughter the department would be the poorer. Outside University life, various
people have supplied a wonderful recreational outlet to prevent writing from taking over
completely; thanks to my climbing friends Paul Farrant, Judy Dunkley, and (in particular)
to Chris Phillips whose friendship I appreciate and whose dogged determination on a route
is a wonder to behold – rockover, Chris! Thanks also to Joe Rotchell, whose style and
finesse speaking French on our Belgian cycling holiday was an inspiration!

Finally, I would like to thank my wife Helen, whose love is so special; and my children,
whose lives are so precious.

Michael would like to thank Andrew and Bruce for many hours of intense discussion.
Apart from the technical work that got done as a result of these, I enjoyed them immense-
ly. I like a good argument. John Rosenberg, who has been a mentor to me for many years
since the start of my academic career. Without his hospitality and support I would have
never made it to Australia, and without him as a PhD supervisor and colleague I would
never have achieved as much as I did in my work. It is a pleasure working with him, and I
owe him a lot. Thanks to Michael Caspersen, who is not only a good friend, but has influ-
enced my way of thinking about teaching during various workshops we have given togeth-
er. My colleagues in the software engineering group at the Mærsk Institute in Denmark:
Bent Bruun Kristensen, Palle Nowack, Bo Nørregaard Jørgensen, Kasper Hallenborg
Pedersen, and Daniel May. They have patiently put up with my missing every deadline for
every delivery possible while I was writing this book, and introduced me to life in
Denmark at the same time.

Finally, I would like to thank my wife Leah and my two little girls, Sophie and Feena. Many
times they had to put up with my long working hours at all times of day while I was writ-
ing for this book. Their love gives me the strength to continue and makes it all worthwhile.
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